I am not an expert nor certified in anyway regarding crypto currency

All information here within are demonstration of public information on the web and on various crypto exchange websites

I do not recommend nor do I imply any direction on which companies to select for your investments

All information should be reviewed in your own accord before taking any actions

I take no liabilities for any error in the information provided

Any forward looking statements have no guarantees
What is Crypto Currency?

Digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange that uses strong cryptography to secure financial transactions, control the creation of additional units, and verify the transfer of assets.

Cryptocurrencies are a kind of digital currency, virtual currency or alternative currency. Cryptocurrencies use decentralized control as opposed to centralized electronic money and central banking systems.

The decentralized control of each cryptocurrency works through distributed ledger technology, typically a blockchain, that serves as a public financial transaction database.
Bitcoin

- January 2009, Satoshi Nakamoto
- Lingo – Sats, Satoshis = 0.00000001 BTC
  - 0.00000200 BTC = 200 Satoshis = 200 Sats
- BTC Chart
- Other platform coins
  - Ethereum
  - NEO
  - EOS

Crypto Wallets

Bitcoins are not stored anywhere; there is a private key (secret number) for every Bitcoin address that is saved in the Bitcoin wallet of the person who owns the balance. Bitcoin wallets facilitate sending and receiving Bitcoins and gives ownership of the Bitcoin balance to the user.

- Secure
- **IRRECOVERABLE**
  - Anonymous
    - Blockchain only looks at Public and Private Keys
  - Various wallets
    - Online – exchanges, web based
    - Paper
    - Hardware
BITCOIN SCAM: MAN ARRESTED AFTER MAKING OVER $1 MILLION SELLING CHUCK E. CHEESE TOKENS AS "BITCOINS"
Key Safeguards

- Never give your Private keys
- Store your Public, Private, and Seed Phrases in a safe place (Print and store in safe, safety deposit box, mattress...)
- Be aware of phishing scams
- Bookmark your exchange and online wallet websites
- Double check your spelling of URL
- No exchanges, nor wallet websites, will ever ask for passwords or private key information
- Never send one type of coin to another type coin wallet

BTC to BTC ✔ ETH to ETH ✔ BTC to ETH wallet ⚠

How to Get Started

- Open a funding source
  - Gemini Exchange
    - US-based outfit founded by the Winklevoss twins
    - Based in New York, and is available in 49 US states, as well as the Puerto Rico, Canada, UK, Singapore, South Korea and Hong Kong
    - Gemini is a New York state limited liability trust company, and is regulated by New York’s Department of Financial Services.
    - Accepts ACH transfers for fast access to money for trades.
    - Does not charge deposit or withdrawal fees, and has a 1% fee (depending on your 30 day trading volume - fee will go down as your trading volume increases) for trades, to both the buyer and the seller.
  - Not user friendly in trading
  - BTC, ETH, ZEC
How to Get Started

▶ Coinbase & Coinbase Pro
  ▶ US-based exchange which was founded in 2012, and it supports over 32 countries.
  ▶ Offers a mobile wallet, offline storage, and insurance protection for currency stored on its servers.
  ▶ 1% flat fee for each purchase, while cryptocurrency deposits and withdrawals are done without any fees.
  ▶ Purchase with bank or credit card is 3% fee
  ▶ User friendly UX
  ▶ BTC, BCH, ETH, ETC, LTC

How to Get Started

▶ Bittrex
  ▶ US (Seattle, WA) based exchange platform, founded in 2014
  ▶ Full exchange platform to trade over 200 different coins
  ▶ .25% trade fee
  ▶ Funding account is a little difficult
  ▶ No fee for withdraw or deposit
Caveat

- All coins when transferred from one wallet, or one exchange, to another will incur network transfer fee
- Transfer fee will vary based on coin and network congestion
- Making a mistake in transfer or transactions can be irreversible or may take some time to resolve
- Volatility
- FOMO

Creating Account

GEMINI EXCHANGE
Does Gemini operate in your area?

Click below to test if we currently operate in your place of residence.

COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE
United States
STATE OF RESIDENCE
Oregon

Gemini is operational in the state of Oregon.
CONTINUE

Create your personal account

Gemini is a licensed digital asset exchange and custodian. Keep, sell, and store digital assets in a regulated, secure, and compliant manner.

LEGAL FIRST NAME

LEGAL LAST NAME

EMAIL ADDRESS
metodysin@gmail.com

CREATE A PASSWORD

Your password has met the criteria.

By creating this account, you agree to our User Agreement, Privacy Policy, API Agreement, and Market Data Agreement.

CREATE MY ACCOUNT
Thanks for registering!
Please check your email

Please click the link in the message we sent to melodyjc@gmail.com to activate your account.

Revisit email to melodyjc@gmail.com

Make a mistake sending your email? Change this email address associated with your account

---

Link your phone to secure your account

1. Enter Phone Number

Enter your phone number below to set up two-factor authentication. This is required for all Gemini users.

PHONE NUMBER

SPMD CODE

---

Enter Code
Verify Your Identity

In order to make purchases on Gemini, you will need to link your bank account. You can do this instantly and securely using your bank account login credentials. This process is fast, easy and free. Please choose your bank from the list below to get started.

Please note: Any bank account you link must be in your name. If you plan to link a business bank account, then you should apply for an institutional account.

**Gemini Bank**

Bank of America

**CONTINUE**

If you are having trouble linking your bank account or would prefer not to use Python integration, verify bank account using a wire transfer instead.
Gemini uses Plaid to link your bank.

- Secure: Transfers of your information is encrypted and end-to-end.
- Private: Your credentials will never be made accessible to Gemini.

Continue

[By accessing Gemini, you agree to the Plaid Privacy Rules]
Successfully Added a Bank Account

We have successfully linked your bank account to our system. Once your identity information is verified, you will be able to transfer USD in and out of your Gemini account by visiting Deposit USD and Withdraw USD.

CONTINUE TO EXCHANGE
2 Factor Authentication
AUTHY

Download AUTHY from your Apple or Android app store
2 Factor Authentication
AUTHY

You have been signed out of Gemini.

Sign In

EMAIL ADDRESS

marketing@iconic.com

PASSWORD

Remember my email address

SUBMIT
Gemini Account

- Identity verification needs to be approved
- Upon approval, bank transfer will be activated
- Funding will occur within 4 to 5 business days (2 days personal experience)
- Once funded, can purchase BTC, ETH, and/or ZEC
Questions?

Jae Shin
jaeshin1@gmail.com